New Options Sports S10 Arm-adillo II
Directions for Use
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Remove the Arm-adillo II from the bag, unfold and detach
the X pad and abduction strap and place to the side.
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<Have the patient stand. Stand next to the patient on the
affected arm side. Open the torso area opposite the side
of the affected arm.

Open the torso

Have the patient slide his/her hand and arm through the>
biceps closure. Continue to slide the Arm-adillo II up the
arm until it fits snugly onto the shoulder.

Secure the torso closure

<Secure the torso opening on the side opposite of the
affected arm by attaching the extender piece to the body
of the Arm-adillo II. You can also adjust the torso side of
the affected arm as well. Use the finger pocket on the >
closure piece to adhere the torso with comfort and
proper tightness.

Secure the Biceps closure

Secure the longer arms to the

torso area below the chest

< Now that the body of the Arm-adillo II is secure, adjust
the biceps closure to comfort. You should now be able to
actively move w/o limitations.
Now to limit abduction, apply the abduction strap. The >
abduction strap portion that adheres to the torso has
longer arms than the shorter arms that wrap around the
biceps closure.
< First adhere the longer arms of the abduction strap to
the front and back section of the torso section of the Armadillo II. Now undo the shorter arms and secure around
the lower end of the biceps. Remember this is where >
you decide to adjust the amount of ROM you wish to give
the patient.
Continued instructions on reverse side
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Slide the arm through

Use the finger pocket

Ready the Abduction strap

Secure the shorter arms around

the biceps closure
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Have the patient try to abduct the arm

Adjust the abduction strap as needed

The patient wearing the Arm-adillo II
now has limited ROM with the abduction
strap secure. Primary is adduction
control, secondary is flexion and
extension.

Abd strap
short arms
Abduction strap
long arms

Securing the X Pad

The application of the optional X pad comes next. The pad fits
directly over the A/C joint. The shorter arms secure to the
upper portion of the Arm-adillo II ; one in the front and one in
the back. The longer, lower arms secure into the body and not
the biceps. This strap is for extra abduction control and padded
comfort.

Connecting the X pad to the Arm-adillo II.
Not seen in the instructions is an optional
(
support strap.(see
below) This can be
used for additional shoulder rotational
support.
Two, long arms attach vertically below

Two, short arms attached above

22" x 4" elastic strap

For more detailed application
instructions, go to
https://youtu.be/G9bXMmnlATU
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